you can choose either

HOME BASED MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTION TRAINING

Computer Courses

Call Centre Training

Medical Transcription Training

Communicative English

Medical Transcription, also known as MT, is an allied
health profession, which deals in the process of converting
voice-recorded reports as dicated by physicians and/or
otherhealthcare professionals, into text format.
This career gives you industry as the training provided to
you gives youknowledge of medical proceedings
and terminology.
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Get into A Lucrative career of this era

IN HOUSE MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTION TRAINING
ELIGIBILITY:
GRADUATION/+2

MT is an
interesting
challenging and
career.

Duration of the course is 180 working days
Working Hours will be 3-4 hours a day
The unique Virtual Classroom training methodology of
TRANSORZE helps the candidate to avail full benefit of
programme even while learning from home.

H.O: Rahath Towers, TC 48/48(2), By Pass Road
Ambalathara Jn, Trivandrum
Contacts: 0471- 6444408, 2380244, 9495833322,
www.transorze.com, email:transorze@gmail.com
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Training programme im
Medical Transcription
Ever open and attentive to changing market trends,
Transorze Solutions introduced training for those who
wish to pursue their career as a Medical Transcriptionist.
Once enrolled, Transorze ensures that the trainee is provided full support all through the training and assistance in
securing good placeme-nt with reputed establishments.
With Transorze's commitment to quality in all they do, the
students are certain to get the best of training and career
opportunities in the field of Medical Transcription. Excellent
infrastructure with modern training facili-ties and expert
trainers would certainly ensure that Transorze Solutions is
well poised to be a benchmark for these study programs.

What is Medical Transcription?
Medical Transcription is an interesting and challenging
career. It is the process whereby one accu-rately and swiftly
transcribes medical records dictated by doctors and others.
While consulting a patient the doctor dictates through a
device called Dictaphone. The voice is then electronically
transferred via satellite and downloaded into the Transcription Server ie com-puter system, from where Medical Transc
riptionist pick up the voice and transcribe it electronically.
After transcribing , the electronic document is sent for editing/ proof reading for more quality check and is uploaded
back via satellite again to the computer/printer in the doctor's office/clinic to be printed out into a hard copy which is
required by insurance comp-anies to make payment to the
hospitals Now a days all major hospitals and insurance companies are using this transcription system.

What is the eligibility ?
The candidate should be minimum plus two completed,
Graduation in Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy, Science will
be added advantage. Transcription Speed and Accuracy
are the key elements that determ-ine the success of a Medical Transcriptionist. Any person with a good command of
English, excellent typing skills and who is capable of accurately transc-ribing voice files to text files could be a successful Medical Transcriptionist.For admission, an applicant will
be required to take an English written test.

Where can I get training, Is online training
available for working people ?
Training in Medical Transcription is provided at all centers
and franchisees of Transorze Solutions. Yes online training
is available for working professionals. For more details on
course duration,fees and other details please contact any
one of the centers of Transorze Solutions.

Unique VC(virtual classroom)training
methodology
Coveted name in the arena of medical
transcription training
Experienced trainers with collective
experience of more than 25 years
Specially Designed Programme
Monthly contact class by industry experts
Mail, Chat and Telephonic support.

What training will I get?

Audio visual training materials

Selected candidates will be provided training in Medical
Transcription. Among other things, the main topics include
Medical Transcription Essentials, Language of Medicine,
Americanism, English,Typing etc. Training consist of theory
and practical sessions stretching Three to five hours per
day, six days a week. Every In-House trainee will be provided with course material and a computer system for practicing conversion of voice files to text files.

Focus on Operative Reports
Special Classes in Communicative
English and Americanisms
Personality Development sessions
On-the-job Training

Will I get a job after training?
Transorze Solutions is committed to assist their trainees to
get employed in excellent companies, successful candidates
will be provided with interview opportunities in reputed MT
companies. Many of our trainees are also working from
home and earning high income. For this purpose, Transorze
has established association with leading MT companies in
South India.

Placement Assistance
Excellent Placement Records

